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CHICAGO METALLIC™ ADDS S’MORES MAKER TO SPECIALITY BAKEWARE LINE
─ Indulge in the Classic Campfire Treat Year-Round ─
Garden City, NY, April 2018 – Chicago Metallic™ has been crafting
innovative equipment for professionals and serious home bakers
for over 100 years. The newest addition to the brand’s specialty
bakeware line is the S’mores Maker, which can be used to create
this classic campfire treat year-round, indoors or out.
Designed for use on a countertop or table, the eight-piece S’mores
Maker is great for both home entertaining and gift-giving. The
white, polished ceramic tray offers individual compartments for
organizing graham crackers, chocolate, and marshmallows. Easily
roast your marshmallows to a golden brown over the ceramic
S’mores chimney, while the stainless steel grill prevents
marshmallows from falling into the heat source. The set also
includes a stainless steel burner holder with handled lid to contain
the heat source (2.6 ounce canned chafing fuel sold separately).
The four marshmallow roasting forks feature stay-cool handles
and colored tips to identify which fork belongs to which person,
and the snuffer helps you extinguish the flame when you're
finished.
The Chicago Metallic S’mores Maker, available on Amazon, has a
suggested retail price of $49.95.
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